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The Academic Graphics MonoGames Starter Kit (AGMGSKv8) distribution (AGMGSKv8 distro) 
for Comp 565 was developed using MonoGames API [1 and the C# programming language.  
AGMGSKv8 can be used on: Windows systems with the Visual Studio 2015 and 2013 IDEs,  on 
Linux systems with MonoGames 3.5 development build and MonoDevelop, and on MacOSX 
systems and the Xamarin IDE (?).  There are 2 programs-distros that use parts of AGMGSK:  
AGMGSKv8 and TerrainMap.  The TerrainMap program is used to create 2 data files 
(colorTexture.png and heightTexture.png) to be loaded when the AGMGSK program is run to 
execute the interactive “world's” terrain surface.  AGMGSKv8, TerrainMap, and MatrixInfo can 
also be built on Linux or Mac OSX systems using MonoDevelop and Xamarin Studio.   The 
AGMGSKv8 has a 2017 GPL copyleft copyright.  Earlier versions of this starter kit had the names 
SceneWorld565 (v1 MDX/C#, v2 XNA 1), SSK565 (v3 XNA 3) [3], AGXNASKv4 (XNA 4 refresh), 
AGMGSKv5 to AGMGSKv7 (MonoGames 3.0 to MonoGames 3.4).  The name has been changed 
to avoid confusion with other software, acronyms, and to reflect its current status using 
(MonoGames API). 

TerrainMap.  The TerrainMap program (TerrainMap.cs) creates two *.png textures that 
represent a height map (heightTexture.png) and a color map (colorTexture.png) for a 512 by 
512 collection of VertexPositionColor vertices.  When TerrainMap is run a window is displayed 
showing the color and/or height map texture.  Pressing the ‘T’ key will toggle between the color 
map texture and height map textures.  The program writes the two textures out in the 
executing directory.  Since they are texture files you can edit (smooth with a Gaussian blur 
effect) them with any texture editing software (i.e., GIMP, paint.NET).  To create your own 
TerrainMap for use with the AGMGSKv8 you would re-write methods createHeightTexture() 
and createColorTexture().  For XNA 4 projects you will need to copy these files into the 
AGMGSK project’s Content directory.  For MonoGames projects you will need to first convert 
these files to *.xnb files and then copy them into your AGMGSKv8 project's Content directory. 

MatrixInfo.  The MatrixInfo program is provided to show how to use the Inspector class outside 
of the AGMGSKv8 project 

AGMGSKv8.  The AGMGSKv8 program consists of several class files (*.cs) and has a Content 
directory that contains several texture, model, or spritefont resources.  There is a contentXNB 
directory with the resources that have been converted to *.xnb files. 

 Stage is the game application class.  Stage creates and loads all cameras, Terrain, and 
Agent objects.  Stage creates two viewports:  traceViewport and displayViewport.   An Inspector 
is used to display runtime / debugging strings in the traceViewport.  The variable terrainSize 
(range * spacing) is the dimension of Stage's terrain (76800 = 512 * 150 pixels).  You should not 
have to modify much of Stage.   Use the LoadContent method to add your program specific 
classes and models.  Models in this release are built with 1" = 4 pixels.  Usually you must add 
any new content at the end of the LoadContent() method.  Read the internal comments. 

 Camera represents a viewpoint into the scene.  The scene’s currentCamera is set by 
pressing the ‘C’ or ‘X’ key on the keyboard.  Pressing ‘C’ selects the next camera in the camera 
collection.  Pressing ‘X’ selects the previous camera. 
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 Inspector maintains and displays state information to the player (developer).  The 
Inspector class is designed to be used with a two viewport scene, with the inspectorViewport in 
the top.  Inspector provides 4 information display panes to the developer:  help, matrices, info 
and info2 (info panes are for program specific display of run-time/debugging information).  
Each information display pane has 5 lines of 98 character text display.  Users can navigate 
through information display panes with the following keyboard commands.   

keyboard press action 

H, h toggles between displaying the help pane or the info pane 

I, i toggles between the two info panes 

M, m toggles between showing the matrices pane or the info pane 

 There are 20 lines of information display.  Lines 0..4 are for help, 5..9 are for two 
matrices, 10..14, and 15..19 are for runtime / debug information.  Any line can be set 
with the method  

 public void setInfo(int stringIndex, string str) 

 The matrices can be set with method 
 public void setMatrices(string label1, string label2, Matrix m1, 

Matrix m2) 

 The matrices information pane displays two 4x4 transformation matrices.  In AGMGSKv8 
these are the orientation matrix declared in Object3D.  Each matrix has a label argument 
for its title in the display.   
 

 Object3D, abstract, represents a 3D location and orientation of a Model3D instance.   
This class provides methods to test for collisions, scale boundingSpheres, turn to face other 
Object3Ds, and update movable objects. 

 IndexVertexBuffer contains the IndexBuffer and VertexBuffer needed for an object 
whose appearance is drawn using XNA primitives. 

 Terrain represents a landscape ground whose height and color values are loaded from 
texture files.  Terrain has VertexPositionColor vertices drawn with PrimitiveType.TriangleList.  
The terrain extends from 0..(terrainSize -1) on X and Z. 

 Model3D represents an object whose appearance is loaded from a *.x model file.  
Model3D can have color material or texture properties.  DirectX models and Texture files are in 
the Content directory.  Model3D has a List<Object3D> instance collection that holds all the 
“instances” of this model in the world.  This way there is only one Model representation used to 
draw all the instances.  There is an addObject3D method for putting new “instances” into the 
instance collection. 

 MovableModel3D, abstract, is a modeled object that can move (translation and 
orientation).  It's Update() method will update the boundingSphere of all movable Object3D 
instances. 

 Cloud is an example of a non-collidable MovableModel3D that has overridden its 
Update(GameTime) method to rotate about its center. 
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 Agent, abstract, is a MovableModel3D that represent a character in the game.  Agent’s 
have three cameras:  first (view from Agent’s eyes), follow (view from behind and above Agent), 
and above (view from above the Agent looking down at the Agent).   Agent’s have a *.x model 
that should visually represent their position and orientation.  There is only one instance 
Object3D (agentObject) for each Agent object.   

 Player is an Agent.  Player’s Update(GameTime) method handles the player’s keyboard 
input.  Player is a way you can move a camera around to see what is happening in your scene.   

 NPAgent is a non-playing character in the game.  NPAgent’s initial (default) movement is 
defined by its Path variable.   

 Path class has a collection of NavNodes that are used to represent a sequence to “goals” 
for an NPAgent to follow.  Path is designed to support extension (subclassing) for path finding 
with an A* algorithm.  Paths can be LOOP (continuous forward traversal), SINGLE (traverse 
once), or REVERSE (continuous, forward to end of path, then reverse back to front of path). 

 NavNode represents “way points” in a path.  NavNodes have a “type enum” of VERTEX, 
WAYPOINT, PATH, OPEN, and CLOSED.  Each “type” has its own associated display color. 

 Pack class is used implement Object3Ds that have a “flocking” or group based 
movement.  Pack instances can flock with a leader or be leaderless.  The DogV3.x model is used 
to represent pack instances as dogs. 

 Wall class is used to place “bricks” in a maze to create navigation test problems. 

The class diagram for AGMGSKv7 (class structure has not changed) is shown below.   
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AGMGSKv7 Class Diagram 

Each class file (*.cs) has internal documentation explaining its role and actions.  In addition, 
when the classDiagram is viewed inside the Visual Studio IDE placing the cursor over a class ( or 
over a field or method with documentation) will show the documentation.  The classDiagram 
can also be expanded to show (or hide) the fields, properties, methods, and events.    
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User Input table lists keyboard and gamepad user input to Scene.  If a gamepad controller is 
present it will be used for input instead of a keyboard.  Many user inputs are for learning and 
visually debugging of graphics algorithms and have no gamepad controller equivalent. 

keyboard action 

Esc exit game 

B, b toggle bounding sphere display 

C, c select next camera – viewpoint  

H, h toggle help or info pane inspector display 

I, i toggle next inspector info pane display 

M, m toggle on / off inspector misc. pane display 

R, r reset Player to its initial orientation 

T, t toggle IsFixedSpeed property – set speed  

X, x Select previous camera – viewport  

↑ move forward 
continue pressing for continued motion 

↑ move backward 
continue pressing for continued motion 

→ turn right 
continue pressing for continued rotation 

← turn left 
continue pressing for continued rotation 

 

Table 1 User inputs and actions 
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Making a project.   Each distros.zip file contains a Source, Content, and ContentXNB 
subdirectory.  The Source directory has all the *.cs files.  The Content directory has all the 
model (*.x and*.fbx), font (*.spritefont), and texture (*.png, *.jpg, *.bmp) files.  The 
ContentXNB directory has all the compiled content (for use with MonoGames projects).  The 
distro’s solution should be created and built according the steps described in The Comp 565 
lecture notes on MonoGames.   

Models.  AGMGSKv8 is designed to use "raw content resources" (Direct X (*.x) and Filmbox 
(*.fbx) models, textures (*.png and others), spritefonts) and to use resources that have been 
converted to *.xnb files for MonoGames systems (Windows, Linux, Mac OSX).  The *.x  models 
can be created with many free and commercial modelers.  The other raw resources can be 
created with many free paint programs (I use Paint.net [4], there is also GIMP [5]).   In the lab 
we have installed AC3D[6] (not free, we have a license for the 2 labs, easy to use, 14 day trial 
available to from web site), Blender [7] (free, powerful, has a learning curve), 3D Studio Max 
(free to students, powerful, has a learning curve, exports *.FBX files).  If you create models with 
AC3D you should save your models (*.ac) and then export them as Direct X (see Figure below).  
AGMGSKv8 can use model's with a texture (with a valid relative file name), but your models 
don't have to have a texture (color is fine).  If you use other modelers, export the model as a 3D 
Studio Max model (*.3ds) and use Autodesk’s FBX converter to generate an ASCII *.fbx model.  
Place the *.fbx model in your project’s Content directory.  The Comp 565 lecture notes on 
MonoGames describes how to convert *.3ds files to *.fbx. 

http://www.csun.edu/~renzo/cs565/MonoGamesBasics.pdf
http://www.csun.edu/~renzo/cs565/MonoGamesBasics.pdf
http://www.inivis.com/downloads.html
https://www.blender.org/
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.autodesk.com_education_home&d=CwMFaQ&c=Oo8bPJf7k7r_cPTz1JF7vEiFxvFRfQtp-j14fFwh71U&r=d9Sy0eLiTCI-CZMacjzMxw&m=m3Re84B-ArAnMWpifNZgFH8J9KbcR_AmKMLOQx6_vpM&s=dYgs-PiR09c5iEPlAb0znoRRN-HqgyWhfrGWOlyPMtI&e=
http://usa.autodesk.com/adsk/servlet/pc/item?siteID=123112&id=22694909
http://www.csun.edu/~renzo/cs565/MonoGamesBasics.pdf
http://www.csun.edu/~renzo/cs565/MonoGamesBasics.pdf
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